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300 years of Freedom, Reason and Tolerance

SUNDAY SERVICES
Unless otherwise stated, all services conducted at 11am
by the minister.
DECEMBER
3rd Advent begins
10th
17th Carol Service at 3pm
24th Christmas Eve
31st New Year’s Eve
JANUARY
7th
14th
21st
28th
FEBRUARY
4th
11th
18th
25th

nd

DIARY



Saturday 2 December: EMU Quarterly Meeting at
Hinckley, beginning at 11.30 am, and including a
Christmas lunch.



Sunday 3rd December: GM Vestry meeting following
morning service.



Sunday 17th December: Carol service at 3pm, and
followed by Christmas Tea in the Garden Room.



Sunday 28th January: Morning service followed by our
Burns’ Lunch in the Garden Room.
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FROM THE MINISTER
Dear Friends,
I recently came across the following observation, which gave me
much food for thought.
The boy on the farm looks up at the sky and sees an aeroplane,
and dreams of far-away places. The traveller in the aeroplane
looks down at the farm, and dreams of home.
At this time of the year when we, like the traveller in the aeroplane, have come on a long and sometimes weary journey
through the months, we dream of home. At Christmas most families celebrate the homely virtues of the fireside and the dining
table, where all can gather in warmth and contentment and
simply share in each other’s company. Presents and cards are
exchanged and goodwill prevails.
For those of us who have a spiritual faith, it is a holiday –- a holy
day – when we can experience the peace and joy traditionally
associated with this annual Christian festival.
Then New Year comes, and we are much more like the boy on
the farm, looking forwards into the weeks and months to come,
and dreaming of the good things we hope will come to pass in
the dawning days.
To state the obvious, our take on things is greatly dependent
upon our overall perspective on life: are we earth-bound dreamers, or are we travellers ?
Just last week I was standing at our kitchen window when I became aware of a kingfisher perched on our rose arch. Its brilliant
colours completely arrested my attention, and I watched it for
over a minute, marvelling at its lovely shape and size.

A couple of paces from our rose arch is our small garden
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pond inhabited by frogs and newts, water-snails, two goldfish
and some tiny freshwater minnows we had recently inherited.
We had been taking great delight in observing how the fish in
particular were getting along together.
Suddenly in a flash the kingfisher left its perch and plunged
into the pond. A moment later it was back on the rose arch, but
with one of our minnows in its long sharp beak. It stunned the
minnow with a couple of sharp thwacks on the trellis and,
throwing its head back, down the kingfisher’s gullet it went.
What is given us with one hand is sometimes simultaneously
taken away with the other. I didn’t know what to feel first –glory in the sight of the magnificent bird, or sorrow at the loss
of one of the tiny aquatic creatures we had been tending, –- or
both?
January can be interpreted as the month of the two faces of
the god Janus: god of beginnings, transitions, time, duality, beginnings and endings. He looks forwards into the future and
backwards over the past; he presides over travelling, war and
peace, arrivals and departures.
We are not classical pagans, but the symbolism of this time is
not lost on us either. May our Christmas and New Year period
be a peaceful one for all our members and friends, and may
our outlook be a positive one of optimistic friendliness for the
future.
With very best wishes to all our members and friends at Great
Meeting, from
Annie and Arthur and family.
PS. I hope you enjoy my cover photo of the chapel filled with
winter sun .
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WITH GRATEFUL THANKS
To our Chairman Mike, who has been busy in our Chapel
Garden planting bulbs
The snowdrop, the
primrose
The crocus, the
daff –The beauty of each
Is more than
enough;
Unequalled the
blessing
Which all of them
bring –The passing of winter,
The coming of Spring !

Arthur Stewart

****************************************************

HARVEST LUNCH
After the service on September many of the congregation
enjoyed a delicious meal together in the garden room. Many
thanks to Morag who masterminded the catering, and to
everyone else who was involved in serving the food, setting
out the room and cleaning up afterwards.
Thanks are due for the generous contributions of harvest
produce that were brought into chapel. The sale raised £220
which will go towards chapel funds.
Appreciation, also, to Tony Fletcher for taking photos, a
selection of which an be seen overleaf.
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WILDFLOWERS IN OUR CHAPEL GARDEN
Three-cornered garlic (Allium triquetrum L.)
I reported earlier in the year on 'The Return of the Wood
Anemone' (GM Newsletter – Summer 2017,). While rooting
around in the same locality I was struck by some white flowers
that appeared to be different. On close investigation these
proved to be another surprise, namely Three-cornered garlic
(Allium triquetrum L.). They had distinctly garlicky smell and
the triangular stems with narrow leaves were unmistakeable.
This seems to be a great rarity in Leicestershire and Jeeves
(Flora of Leicestershire and Rutland: Checklist and Rare Plant
Register) notes only a single occurrence, from Sapcote in
2007.
The British flora's note it as an 'Introduced weed of rough,
waste and cultivated ground, copses, hedgerows and waysides; common in SW England, scattered elsewhere'. Richard
Mabey (Flora Brittanica) has it as 'Stinking Onion', introduced
into SW Britain in 1725, subsequently escaping into hedge
banks and churchyards by the 1860's. By 1930's it was in Devon, and Mabey records it from the Chilterns in 1995. So it
seems to be spreading northwards – another plant taking advantage of climate warming.
Grigson (Englishman's Flora) lists it as 'Snow Bell, Triquetrous
Garlic'. Originating from the Western
Mediterranean, it seemed to be
abundant in West Cornwall, on grass
verges among brambles and bracken and churchyards. It can become
a noxious weed and for this reason
was banned in the Channel Islands.
So, how did it get into our garden?
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Star of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum umbellatum ssp. campestre
(O.angustifolium Boreau))
About five years ago I planted
some bulbs from a garden
centre below the middle Plane
tree.
Subsequently
they
produced weak leaves every
year among the Bluebells, but
so inconspicious that I thought
they were done for. However, to
my surprise, in June 2017,
many flower heads appeared
and the plants seemed to be
healthy and vigorous. It seems
they take a long while to get
started.
Though our plants are obviously of garden origin, it is native in
E Anglia, in grassy places, rough ground, open woods and is
considered rare elsewhere. It was known from only eight sites
in the wild in Leicestershire in 1988.
The origin of its name is obscure. It has been been known as a
garden plant since at least 1548, then called “Dogges Onion”.
But the name “Star of Bethlehem” was employed in Gerard's
Herbal (1597) and the epithet seems to have stuck. Grigson
(The Englishman's Flora) gives it many local English names,
often referring to its habit of the petals closing by midday and in
dull weather (“Betty-go-to-bed-at-noon”, “Twelve-o'clocks”, and
so on). There is a story that the bulbs are eaten in the Middle
East, but – caution, they seem to be poisonous to cattle.
Tony Fletcher
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FREDA’S POEM: GROWING OLD
I really think I’m getting old
I do forget what I’ve been told
But people do not seems to mind
They often are so very kind
There are some jobs I ought to do
Not a lot – but quite a few
I Iove to sew – I like to knit
Good excuse to then just sit
I do like looking at the sky
Just watching clouds go floating by
I love to look at trees and flowers
Remembering many happy hours
I love to laugh and even cry
Then just think and give a sigh
Summer’s gone: Autumn’s here
Such a lovely time of the year
Now I think that’s quite enough
Growing old is not so tough
Now I’ll read my book and say
Thank you for another day
Freda Betts
Thanks to Freda of letting us illustrate her poem with this
beautiful photo of her, taken when she was in her twenties.
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